RESIDENCE PERMIT

FOR EXCEPTIONAL REASONS
3 YEARS

(access to paid employment, services or work)

______________________________

DOCUMENTS (06)

1. 4 PASSPORT PHOTOS (4x6) AND ON CD
2. PHOTOCOPY OF ALL THE PASSPORTS OF THE LAST 7 YEARS
   WHICH DO NOT SHOW PERIODS OF ABSENCE OF MORE THAN 6 MONTHS
3. FEE (PARAVOLO) FOR THE 2 YEARS - 300€ (FEE CODE - 2108)
4. FEE (PARAVOLO) FOR THE CARD - 16€ (FEE CODE - 2119)
   THE CODES FOR THE FEES CAN BE PRINTED FROM www.gsis.gr OR
   FROM KEP AND THEN THE PAYMENT IS DONE AT THE BANK
5. OFFICIAL DOCUMENT THAT STATES YOUR PLACE OF BIRTH IN
   ENGLISH (FOR EXAMPLE BIRTH CERTIFICATE, PASSPORT ETC.)
6. DOCUMENTS WHICH PROVE 7 YEARS OF CONTINUOUS RESIDENCE
   IN GREECE (SEE VALID EXAMPLES ON THE NEXT PAGE)
EXAMPLE DOCUMENTS

- Proof of attendance of Greek public school (of the applicant or their children)
- Application for any type of residence permit or international protection (asylum application)
- Work permits or proof of application for work permit
- Copies of rejection letters of applications for or renewal of residence permits
- Previous residence permits (regardless of the issuing authority)
- Copies of previous tax declarations
- Copy of tax number (AFIMI) document
- Proof of public social security insurance
- Health booklets
- Utility bills (electricity, phone, water) and mobile phone bills in the name of the applicant
- Bank bills
- Receipts of international money transfers to the applicants country of origin
- Certification of attendance of Greek language courses
- Judicial (court) decisions
- Deportation decisions
- Declarations from the civil registry office
- Documents which prove hospitalization
- Notarial documents drawn up in the presence of the applicant
- Excerpts from any offences books kept by a police station
- Service notices requesting departure from the country
- Certificates of the issuing of urban transportation cards
- Any other documents issued by public authorities
- Private documents (except solemn declarations) which are validated in terms of the issuing date by a solicitor or other public official

*The application for this residence permit is now made online through the platform of the Ministry of Migration and Asylum. Here you can find instructions on how to apply.